3.5 Cognition and experience of employees in digital work environments.
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\textbf{Abstract:} Digital work environments are changing the learning experiences for employees. We provide an explanation on how the mechanisms of cognition and experience are connected and affected. First-order learning is reduced by machines which negative effects for second-order learning of employees. The analysis is a first step towards balancing digital support and experiences.
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1. Introduction

Controlling dynamic systems is an important part of many jobs in organisations. In increasingly digitalised work environments, more and more control tasks are supported by algorithms, automated things or machines using algorithms [Xi12]. Digital work environments are typically characterised by human-machine-interactions with human decision making and task execution supported by machine pre-processing of information. Higher order control, that is, decision making related to strategic and innovative aspects, however, is still mostly executed by human managers. Hence, work procedures for employees are expected to change [FS16]. However, it is not understood quite well, how employees will react [BZG10] and how their possibilities to build experience are affected.

One important perspective is how employees are able to improve processes or to come up with innovations. With pre-processing of data taken over by machines, employees will conduct first order control less comprehensively. They are in danger of missing opportunities to accumulate knowledge about the dynamic system and how to control and improve it. Building a sufficient knowledge base is important as digitally supported task execution is focussed on operational efficiency, but not on adaption to changing
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environments (i.e., innovation). Such second order control typically has to be conducted by humans. However, it is hampered by an fragmentary experience and knowledge base of employees whose first-order control loop is weakened in digital work environments. Hence, the research question of this article is, whether weaknesses in innovation and improvement can theoretically be traced back to deficits in first-order learning in digital work environments. In order to answer the research question, we adopt the well-established dynamic decision making theory IBLT (instance-based learning theory) to develop a theoretical model experience building via first and second order control. We apply this model to digital work environments to show that important learning steps are weakened by partially automating first order control. We discuss the consequences for second order control. Therefore, the model is intended to help understanding the role of experience in digital work environments to ensure both productivity and innovation.

2. Digital work environments

Digital work environments are characterised by software taking over at least pre-processing tasks so that employees can make better and/or faster decisions and task execution is improved, thus creating digital work systems [LRS19]. Such systems are characterised by a fixed operational design within defined parameters. Improving procedures or innovations in the overall processes such digital systems are embedded in, are typically up to human employees [OK03]. This has been e.g. recognised by Toyota who realised that their productivity was decreasing as automated environments didn’t develop in line with changes [Bo18]. These environments are optimised environments as part of overall value chains that are not optimal anymore in case of changes.

3. Instance-based learning theory

Adequately executing corrective action in dynamic systems over a certain time period requires individuals to follow a decision-making and learning process that involves a series of single decisions and observations of the related outcomes (e.g. [DS94]). IBLT [GLL03] builds on the dynamic control concept and describes this process as a continuous, closed learning loop whose main steps include recognition, judgment, choice, execution, and feedback. Within recognition, a decision maker tries to characterise the situation initially and to find prior experience in terms of instances consisting of a similar situation, the decision made, and the perceived utility (SDU). In addition, and especially when no similar SDUs are recognised, the situation has to be analysed in more detail regarding cause-and-effect relations, goals, environmental cues, instructions, heuristics, etc. In the judgment phase, a decision maker can either use relevant SDUs and/or has to estimate, based on the recognised and assumed characteristics of the decision situation, which decision is most suitable. This includes forming hypotheses, prognosing, and
planning [DS94] and often follows heuristic rules. For the choice that follows, IBLT proposes an “intermediate strategy between the optimising and satisficing strategies of choice” [GLL03]. Based on the ranking of options, the current best one is executed. As a result, the system state is changed and – typically with a delay – perceived and processed by the decision maker. IBLT suggests that an individual’s experience base consists largely of a collection of SDUs that are stored in memory. Processing feedback information involves updating of SDU instances – specifically, changing their utility values [GLL03]. In the case of better (poorer) outcomes than originally projected, utility is upgraded (downgraded).

4. Double-loop learning: Adaptation and Innovation

Experience can be gathered by employees in digital workplaces according to two sources [Ar76]. First-order learning occurs when employees or machines make their decisions to change a system, observe the outcome in the system and learn how their actions are influencing the system towards their intended state (Figure 1). Such learning however never questions the underlying experience (consisting of SDUs, a mental model of the dynamic system and heuristics or methods). Second-order learning changes the experience base due to the instance based learning process. This type of learning is essential to rethink the basic assumptions and to adapt to changes of the environment. In the context of work environments such second-order learning refers to improvements and innovation. The instance-based learning process described in section 3 combines both learning loops as the instances created from both sides are used to make decisions in the workplace.

Fig. 1: Interaction instance-based learning process and double-loop learning
5. Experience and mental models

According to instance-based learning theory, experience is built while decision making by employees in the workplace. We suggest extending IBLT’s concept of experience base beyond the collection of SDUs in three regards. First, we propose to add an element that captures the structure of the dynamic system (S) to the triplet of situation, decision and utility (SDU). This seems important, as even in dynamic systems of rather low complexity the current situation needs to be described by both system states and relations between these states. Second, we suggest to extend IBLT’s perspective beyond instances and also include a component that we call mental model of a dynamic system (MMDS). Following a classic definition, a MMDS describes subjectively perceived “representation of causal factors and how they relate to each other” [SG14, p. 567]. An individual can develop a mental model by subjectively observing an environment to understand the relations between elements in a system [GW11]. Third, we suggest to explicitly add heuristics (or methods) to the experience base. Heuristics represent rules (of thumb) that are typically used in the judgement and choice stage, for instance, select the first SSDU that delivers a utility above a threshold and execute it. They can also represent more complex decision-making strategies such as the order-up-to rule known in operations management. Hence, experience encompasses a collection of SSDUs, a MMDS, and a set of heuristics/methods.

Fig. 2: Adapted IBLT (SSDU: Mental representation of system structure, situation, decision, and utility, MMDS: Mental model of (the structure of) a dynamic system)

In digital work environments, as described, machines typically take over the recognition of the environment and the judgement in form of gathering data by sensors and providing analyses. Employees have the role of choosing options for decision making in operational tasks as well as improvement and innovation in such an environment. Feedback is also gathered by the sensors of machines. Hence, both machines and employees build a memory of SSDUs. However, the memory of employees is missing experiences from the recognition, judgement and feedback phase done by machines. This has a negative influ-
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According to instance-based learning theory, experience is built while decision making by employees in the workplace. We suggest extending IBLT’s concept of experience base beyond the collection of SDUs in three regards. First, we propose to add an element that captures the structure of the dynamic system (S) to the triplet of situation, decision, and utility (SDU). This seems important, as even in dynamic systems of rather low complexity the current situation needs to be described by both system states and relations between these states. Second, we suggest to extend IBLT’s perspective beyond instances and also include a component that we call mental model of a dynamic system (MMDS). Following a classic definition, a MMDS describes subjectively perceived “representation of causal factors and how they relate to each other” [SG14, p. 567]. An individual can develop a mental model by subjectively observing an environment to understand the relations between elements in a system [GW11]. Third, we suggest to explicitly add heuristics (or methods) to the experience base. Heuristics represent rules (of thumb) that are typically used in the judgement and choice stage, for instance, select the first SSDU that delivers a utility above a threshold and execute it. They can also represent more complex decision-making strategies such as the order-up-to rule known in operations management. Hence, experience encompasses a collection of SSDUs, a MMDS, and a set of heuristics/methods.

In digital work environments, as described, machines typically take over the recognition of the environment and the judgement in form of gathering data by sensors and providing analyses. Employees have the role of choosing options for decision making in operational tasks as well as improvement and innovation in such an environment. Feedback is also gathered by the sensors of machines. Hence, both machines and employees build a memory of SSDUs. However, the memory of employees is missing experiences from the recognition, judgement and feedback phase done by machines. This has a negative influence on building adequate mental models among employees. Such mental models mainly include the relationships of machines and employees in terms of the workflow of orders. They allow employees to understand how everything is connected in the workplace to fulfil customer needs, i.e. how to best create customer outputs efficiently. These then incomplete and inaccurate mental models lead to employees not being able to conduct improvement and innovation activities sufficiently. This is nevertheless important as digital machines can have self-learning algorithms, but are limited to improving an operational work task. The overall connection of these tasks in processes and their change is up to humans which need experiences from the whole processing cycle to come up with ideas.

6. Implications, Limitations and Outlook

The model is a first attempt to understand the importance of experience of employees with operational work tasks in digital work environments. It enhances IBLT by integrating single- and double-loop learning and by describing the interaction between machines and humans. The model provides an explanatory foundation why mental models of employees are inaccurate when certain steps of executing and analysing operational tasks are automated and employees have no transparency how the underlying algorithms work. Hence, employees will more likely lack an understanding of the work processes to be able to improve processes and come up with innovations. Organisations should thus be careful in increasing the degree of automation too much. Digital machines should support employees in executing operational tasks while allowing for more control by employees. Employees need to be empowered by this rather than become slaves of the machines.

Limitations of our model are that it is purely theoretical without providing empirical evidence. Future work should focus on analysing designs of digital workplaces that support employees (degree of automation, understanding of algorithms) but still allow for a sufficient gathering of experiences. In order to do this, a formal representation of our concept (e.g. as a system dynamics model) is helpful. Based on such a representation, experiments can be designed to empirically test the theory in exemplary work environments. Experimental conditions can vary the extent of computers taking over tasks as described and the performance of subjects in managing production environments can be compared to determine the impact of experience on performance.
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